Mechanical considerations for design and implementation of peripheral intraneural devices.
Neural interfaces designed to stimulate or record electrical activity from peripheral nerves have applications ranging from the electrical modulation of nerve activity as a therapeutic option (e.g. epilepsy and depression) to the design of prosthetics. Currently, most peripheral nerve interfaces are either cuff-style devices that wrap around the target nerve or intraneural devices that are implanted within the nerve. While the latter option offers higher specificity and signal-to-noise ratio, penetrating devices can cause significant damage to the nerve due to the high degree of mechanical mismatch. Because of this, there is interest in developing penetrating devices fabricated from soft or softening materials (materials having a low elastic modulus). However, there is currently a lack of understanding regarding implantation forces required for successful insertion, which is a constraint for soft device design. Softer devices require robust designs to achieve a critical buckling force that is larger than forces experienced during device insertion. This study comprehensively assesses insertion force under different implantation conditions, with three variations for implantation speed, angle, and device tip angle, during insertion of silicon shanks in rat sciatic nerve. Additionally, we report compression moduli for rat sciatic nerve at different compression rates to inform computational modeling. We found that insertion speed and angle had significant effects on peak insertion force. We observed lower insertion forces (10-60 mN) when the device was implanted at higher angles relative to perpendicular insertion (80-125 mN). We also demonstrate the use of a nerve-stabilizing device to keep the nerve immobile during implantation. Additionally, we found that compression moduli were significantly different in small and large strain regions of the stress-strain curve with values between 1500-4500 Pa depending on compression rate. This study provides information imperative to the design and successful implementation of soft penetrating peripheral nerve interfaces.